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The political Left is always pressing the need
to have a separation of church and state.
Every society has different institutions (e.g.,
political, religious, academic, economic,
etc.). In a totalitarian state, a leader controls
not just the government, but fashions an
integrated set of institutions. Primitive
societies are totalitarian in nature, with the
tyrant being, at one and the same time, the
political leader, the religious leader, the
legislative leader, the head of the economy,
etc. As societies advance, however, a
division of labor occurs and different people
take on these varying roles. This creates a
needful firewall between institutions and
keeps any one man from acquiring too much
power. Ironically, the Left (which worships
state power) wants to remove these firewalls
and create ‘one integrated system’. And it
wants to do so under the aegis of “equality”.
But, in making things “equal,” they
unwittingly remove hierarchies. Without
hierarchies, you can’t have civilization.
Because civilization relies on the division of
labor–something capitalism teaches us.
(Which they also want removed.) By
removing a division of labor, by removing
the hierarchies that naturally arise from a
division of labor, you ironically re-create the
conditions for a primitive (and barbarous)
society.

DISCLAIMER: Views and opinions expressed on The Daniel Natal Show are solely those of the host and
do not necessarily represent those of The New American. TNA is not responsible for, and does not verify
the accuracy of, any information presented.
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Division of Labor – Adam Smith

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TM6LD1Hkooc
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.
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